C APITOL C ITY S PEAKERS B UREAU

Laurie Guest, CSP
Travels from: Illinois

Fee Range: $7,501 - $10,000

Laurie Guest, CSP is a highly sought after speaker who meeting planners
call upon event after event to deliver top notch content with a good dose of
motivational laughter. She is well-known for her imaginative ideas and
entertaining style. This Chicago area native motivates and invigorates
audiences in the Midwest and beyond with lively, empowering messages.
Laurie is a member of the National Speakers Association and is a Certified
Speaking Professional, a designation held by less than 10% of speakers
worldwide. To earn this distinguished honor, Laurie speaks to thousands of people and consistently
receives near perfect ratings. Her ability to blend real-life examples with proven action steps leads to
encore appearances for over 75% of her audiences. She frequently speaks to associations, medical
practices, hospitals, municipal groups, banks and education professionals.
Twenty four years of experience in the healthcare industry, coupled with over a decade as a business
owner, give Laurie unique insights into the challenges facing businesses and the impact of an
apathetic staff. She expounds on the lessons she's learned along the way to help others in their
professional and personal lives, overcoming obstacles and increasing positive outlooks and
productivity.
Her uniquely themed presentations are tailor-made to leave a lasting impression. Laurie has an
infectious energy that draws in the audience, bringing her humor with a mission to create a relevant
and memorable experience.
Most Requested Programs...

•

Life in the Espresso Lane: How to Be Smooth, Bold, and Balanced in a Fast-Paced World

•

Are We Having Fun Yet? Communication and Teamwork is More Than a Game of Chance

•

Managing the Red Carpet: A Showbusiness Guide to Customer Service

•

The Guest Encounter: Better Service, Better Performance, Better Results
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